NovelCFAP43 andCFAP44 mutations cause male infertility with multiple morphological abnormalities of the sperm flagella (MMAF).
Multiple morphological abnormalities of the sperm flagella (MMAF) comprise a rare congenital disease that can cause primary male infertility. Several pathogenic genes (e.g. AKAP4, DNAH1, CFAP43 and CFAP44) are associated with MMAF but the pathogenic mechanisms have not been elucidated. Whole-exome sequencing (WES) was applied to identify the pathogenic genes in 13 Chinese patients with MMAF; the patients were unrelated but all had consanguineous parents (usually first cousins). Real-time polymerase chain reaction and immunofluorescence staining were employed to assess the pathogenicity of these mutations. Four novel homozygous CFAP43 mutations in four (30.8%) MMAF patients and one novel homozygous CFAP44 mutation in one (7.7%) other case were identified. The four novel homozygous CFAP43 mutations included one frameshift mutation (c.1140_1143del: p.Asn380Lysfs*3), one nonsense mutation (c.739A>T: p.Lys247*) and two missense mutations (c.1474G>C: p.Gln492Arg; c.4600C>G: p.Leu1534Val). The novel mutation in CFAP44 was a homozygous nonsense mutation (c.4963C>T: p.Arg1655*). Co-segregation of the mutations was verified by Sanger sequencing of the families. The relative mRNA expression levels of CFAP43 in patients 1 and 9 and the levels of CFAP44 in patient 5 were significantly lower than those in control sperm samples. Immunofluorescence analysis of CFAP43 showed the protein was absent in the sperm flagella of patients 1 and 9. Furthermore, two previously reported mutations of DNAH1 were also identified in another four (30.8%) patients. This study demonstrated that CFAP43 and CFAP44 mutations are important causes of MMAF in the Chinese population. These novel mutations broaden the spectrum of CFAP43 and CFAP44 mutations.